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Abstract 
This paper examines corruption in the Nigeria police force and its implications on 

crime control and prevention in democratic Nigeria. The role of Nigerian police in 

crime control and prevention is highly indispensable in the society. The Nigeria 

police as an institution of crime control and prevention have tried within its 

powers to fight crime and criminality and protect lives and property. This 

institution is daily criticized for being ineffective and inefficient as a result of 

corruption that has engulfed the force. The paper also reveals that corruption 

sometimes leads to the killing of innocent citizens by the police to cover up certain 

misdeeds. The Marist Theory was used to explain corruption in the police force 

and its implications on crime control and prevention in democratic Nigeria. The 

methodology used is essentially a documentary review of literature and the 

analysis of statistical data of corruption in the police force and its effect on Nigeria. 

The paper recommends that every police officer should be made to obey the rule 

guiding ethical conduct of the force. Sanctions should be meted on erring officers 

without delay as this would help in instilling discipline in the police and also serve 

as deterrent to other police officers who intend to flout their ethical codes. 

 

Keywords: Corruption, Police, Force, Implications Crime, Control, Prevention and 

Democratic  

 

Introduction  

The prevalence of crime in the world today is cause for serious concern for all and sundry. 

It undermines the social fabric by eroding the sense of safety and security. Crime impacts 
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on society in variety of ways according to the nature and extent of crime committed 

(Adebayo 2013). Crime constitutes social problem when it is rampant in the society. It also 

constitutes threat to the security of persons and property, as well as social order and 

solidarity (Onoge, 1988). The costs of crime are tangible and intangible, economic, social, 

direct, indirect, physical, psychological, individual and community. Crime discourages 

both local and foreign investments, reduces the quality of life, destroys human, social 

capital, damages relationship between citizens and the state and undermines democracy, 

the rule of law and the ability of the country to promote development. Emile Durkheim 

considers crime to be an integral aspect of society and “normal” social phenomenon in the 

sense that it exists in all societies throughout history (Adebayo 2013). Durkheim believes 

that mala prohibita crimes (crimes which violates social norms and are prohibited by law) 

function in society as a means of defining the limits of acceptable behaviour, serving as 

vehicle for social change by extending and testing those boundaries (Adebayo 2013). 

 

Thus, crime prevention and security strategies are as old as the history of the human race. 

Evolutionary studies show that man developed various weapons and tools to protect 

himself against predatory animals and nature (Aver 2011). However, reports of crime 

incidences in the developing countries are enormous and fast increasing which pose threat 

to humanity. Research shows that crime has over the years escalated in Nigeria (FOS, 1996; 

NISER 2001). Nevertheless, in response to the changing times, man developed other 

sophisticated strategies as the security needs became prevalent and complex. The complex 

security needed in modern times presuppose complete involvement of specialized 

agencies like police, court and prisons, rather than the strategies and approaches adopted 

in the primitive times (Aver 2009). As crime rate in the society increases, the need to 

strategically combat crime through policing becomes imperative and important. The 

constitution of Nigeria 1999 (as amended), section 214 provides that there shall be police 

and subject to this provision, no other police shall be established for the federation or any 

part thereof.       

 

It is in accordance with this that the Nigeria police force was established. The Nigeria 

police force is an institution of crime control that is charged with the responsibility of 

enforcing laws and maintaining order in the society (Aver 2011). The police mediate 

between law and other institutions of social control in the society. The police carryout 

investigations to detect apprehend and prosecute violators of law in the society. The police 

institution has over the years done everything within its powers to maintain law and order, 

preserve lives and property of members of the public for the smooth functioning of the 

society. However, the character and dynamics of this institution provides a barometer for 

measuring the nature of social control in specific societies like democratic Nigeria as it 
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affects general society. The question here is, is the operations of the Nigeria police force in 

line with intendant of the public?   

 

 Although the Nigeria police force as it is today is fundamentally British inspired, its 

growth and development are also traced to the British colonial government effort to 

provide conducive environment for its commercial and economic activities in West Africa 

(Tamuno 1970, Yecho 2005). The colonial government created the Nigeria police force with 

a thirty-member consular guard in Lagos Colony in 1861. In 1879 one thousand two 

hundred members armed paramilitary Hausa Constabulary was formed. It was formed 

and armed to protect the British trade interest and prevent squabbles between the native 

chiefs and imperial merchants (Tamuno 1970). 

 

In 1888, the Royal Niger Company set up the Royal Niger Constabulary with its 

headquarters in Lokoja. As time went on, a similar force, the Niger coast constabulary was 

also formed in Calabar in 1894 under the newly proclaimed Niger coast protectorate. In 

1896, the Lagos police was established. When the protectorates of the Northern and 

Southern Nigeria were proclaimed in the early 1900, part of the Royal Niger Constabulary 

became the northern Nigeria police force, and part of Nigeria Coast Constabulary became 

Southern Nigeria police force (Tamuno 1970). Northern and Southern Nigeria were 

amalgamated in 1914 but their forces were not merged until 1930, forming the Nigeria 

police force with its headquarters in Lagos. All these arrangements were under the 

authority of the British government. History shows clearly that the Nigeria police force is 

a creation of the British colonial rule and its operations and functions were tailored to serve 

the interest of the British colonialist (Tamuno 1970). Dambazau (2003) asserts that the 

institution right from time was not put in place to protect the interest, security and well-

being of the people. The British government out of the desire to protect themselves, their 

interests and trade created the police system in Nigeria (Yecho 2005).  

   

In the discharge of its constitutional duties, the institution is faced with serious 

organizational problems, which have greatly affected its functionality and efficiency 

towards crime control and prevention in democratic Nigerian society. One of such 

problems is corruption, which has eaten deep into the fabrics of institution especially in 

the democratic Nigerian society. The corruption existing in the institution has seriously 

affected its functions and efficiency. Top officers within the institution have been accused 

of embezzlement and misappropriation of funds meant for the development and growth 

of the institution. Alemika (1999) sees corruption in the police as major cause of public 

hostility to the police, which in turn affects their performance. He observed that corruption 

is an epidemic vice, which plagues the rulers and individuals in the various strata of 

Nigerian society. The police are expected to normalize the system as law enforcement 
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agents. If the police who are employed to prevent and detect corruption and bring culprits 

to judgment are themselves stingingly corrupt, the society’s crusade against corruption is 

guaranteed to fail. Police corruption is often tantamount to extortion, a form of robbery or 

demand by force (Alemika 1999). The Nigeria Politico Bureau (2013) reported that the 

widespread corruption in the Nigeria police force is fueling abuses against ordinary 

citizens and severely undermining the rule of law in Nigeria. In fact, on daily basis, armed 

police officers who demand bribes and commit crime against human rights abuses accost 

countless ordinary Nigerians. These abuses range from arbitrary arrest and unlawful 

detention to threats and acts of violence, such as sexual assault, torture, and even 

extrajudicial killings. The police also routinely extort money from victims of crimes to 

initiate investigations and demand bribes from suspects to avert investigations (Nigeria 

Politico Bureau 2013). In many cases the victims are the poor and vulnerable, easy targets 

for law enforcement officers whose responsibility it is to protect them. Special anti-robbery 

squad (SARS) extort and steal money and property from Nigerians. Most of their victims 

are predominantly males between the ages of 18 and 35 years from low-income 

backgrounds and vulnerable groups (Nwezeh 2020). 

 

The Nigerian press consistently reports high level of police corruption in Nigeria police. It 

is no longer news as the News Magazine (July 2003:6) x-ray an article titled, “the greedy 

police boss”. Where the story of corrupt activities of the then Inspector General of Police 

(IGP) Mr. Tafa Balogun was uncovered to have embezzled N2.7 billion meant for the 

development of the institution. The story was confirmed by his sack by the then President 

Olusegun Obasanjo and his subsequent prosecution and conviction. It will also be noted 

that the person that succeeded Mr. Tafa Balogun, Mr. Sunday Ihindero was sent on 

compulsory retirement as a result of corruption (Aver 2011). 

 

It is in this regards that this paper attempts to assess corruption in the police force, 

examines its effect on crime control and prevention in democratic Nigerian society. The 

paper is divided into five segments, the first part is the introduction, and the second part 

delineates definition of concepts; the third part is theoretical frame work, while the fourth 

segment deals with an analysis of the effects of police corruption in democratic society. 

The last part of the work is devoted to recommendations and conclusion respectively. 

 

Definition of Concepts 

It is paramount to clarify some key concepts used in this paper. Such concepts include 

police corruption, crime, prevention control and democratic 
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Police Corruption 

West's Encyclopedia of American Law (2008) looks at police corruption as the abuse of 

police authority for personal gain. Corruption may involve profit or another type of 

material benefit gained illegally as consequence of officer's authority. Typical forms of 

corruption include bribery, extortion, receiving or fencing stolen goods, and selling drugs. 

The term also refers to patterns of misconduct within a given police department or special 

unit, particularly where offenses are repeated with the acquiescence of superiors or 

through other ongoing failure to correct them (West's Encyclopedia of American Law, 

2008). Bayley and Perito (2011) refer to corruption in police force as a situation where police 

personnel use his/her position and authority for personal gains rather than public benefit. 

Broadly speaking, corruption refers to any violation of rules even when there is no 

personal gain, as in perjury, physical abuse of prisoners, sexual misconduct, robbery, and 

racial profiling (Bayley & Perito 2011).  

 

In this paper, police corruption is defined as a form of misconduct in which police officers 

break their social contract with the society and abuse their power for personal 

advancement and self-gratification. This type of corruption may involve only one police 

officer or include a group of police officers in an effort to achieve ulterior motives. 

  

Crime Control  

Crime control refers to methods taken to reduce crime in a society. Crime control model is 

a theory of criminal justice, which places emphasis on reducing the crime in society 

through increased police and prosecutorial powers. Crime control on the other hand is 

defined as a reconfigured complex of interlocking structures and strategies that are 

themselves composed of old and new elements, the old revised and reoriented by a new 

operation context (Garland 2001). Crime control prioritizes the power of the government 

to protect society, with less emphasis on individual liberties. Those who favour tough 

approaches to crime and criminals may be characterized as proponents of crime control, 

while those who seek to curb government intrusions and harassment of suspects favor a 

due process control model. Penology often focuses on the use of criminal penalties as a 

means of deterring people from committing crimes and temporarily incapacitating those 

who have already committed crimes.  

 

Crime Prevention  

According to Okunola (2002), crime prevention involves the disruption of mechanisms, 

which cause crime events. Crime prevention is a pattern of attitudes and behaviours 

directed at both reducing the threat of crime and enhancing the sense of safety and security 

to positively influence the quality of life and to develop environments where crime cannot 

flourish. Adebayo (2013) defines crime prevention as an attempt aimed at changing 

http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Bribery
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Extortion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_misconduct
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_contract
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environmental conditions that provide opportunities for or precipitate occurrence of 

criminal acts. Adebayo (2013) further maintains that the police are the primary focus on 

three main issues, which are increasing the effort, risk of committing crime, and reducing 

the reward for the potential offender. Crime prevention involves engagement in early 

identification of potential offenders by seeking to intervene to prevent criminal behaviour 

from developing. It is a measure that deals with actual offender and interventions aimed 

at preventing further criminal acts. Robert, (2003) asserts that crime prevention focuses 

upon the truncation of the criminal career in length, serious and frequency of offending. 

The intervention or treatment of known criminals is centered on the prisons and probation 

services. Crime prevention involves the community, government as well as individuals. 

Crime control involves the whole of the criminal justice system, that is, the police, courts 

and prisons (Dambazau, 2007). For the purpose of this paper, crime prevention is defined 

as the anticipation, recognition and appraisal of crime risk and the initiation of some action 

to remove or reduce crime. 

 

Democratic 

There is great confusion about what the word democracy means in spite of the fact that at 

least in some parts of the world, one can hear it from the media every day. The term 

originates from the Greek (dēmokratía) "rule of the people", which was coined from δῆμος 

(dêmos) "people" and (kratos) "power" or "rule" in the 5th century BCE to denote the political 

systems then existing in Greek city-states, notably Athens; the term is an antonym to 

(aristocratie) "rule of an elite". Kolar, (2005) defined democracy as the government by 

people. That means that all the people should be able to have their say in one way or 

another in everything that affects their lives. Democracy is the form of government of the 

people, by the people and for the people, as popularized by Abraham Lincohn, onetime 

American president.  

 

Hughes and Kroehler, (2008) define democracy as a political system in which the powers 

of government derive from the consent of the governed and in which regular constitutional 

avenues exist for changing government officials. It is an arrangement that permits the 

population significant voice in decision making through the people’s right to choose 

among contenders for political office, allows for broad, relatively equal citizenship the 

populace, and affords the citizenry protection from arbitrary state action. Most democratic 

nations are characterized by representative democracy. Officials are held accountable to 

public through periodic elections that confirm them in power or replace them with new 

officials. However, democracy in Nigeria is not distinguished from military regimes by the 

absence of powerful officials, and for the most part democracy is not characterized by the 

rule of the people themselves. In Nigeria for instance, there is no face-to-face participation 
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and decision making by citizens even when they are denied their rights and they seek 

redress to justice, they are not often given fair judgment over their will. 

 

Theoretical Frame Work 

Marxist theory explains corruption in the police force and its implications on crime control 

and prevention in democratic Nigeria. 

 

Marxist Theory 

Marxist theory has profound impact on sociological thinking about corruption, power and 

social organization as human being relate to one another in the society. The exponent of 

the Marxist theory is Karl Marx (1818-1893). The ultimate aim of Marxist theory is that 

classless society, i.e., a society in which all enjoy more or less equal wealth and power. Karl 

Marx posits history is basically about the struggle between classes for dominance (Marx 

1998). The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles. According 

the theory the economic structure of society is the sum of people's relations to production, 

which correspond to definite stage of their material productive forces (Ritzer, 2008). 

Marxist observed that resources are scarce and divisible particularly privilege, prestige 

and power positions where people find themselves in conflict as they pursue their goals. 

If no bonds other than the pursuit of immediate self-interest were to unite people, society 

would quickly degenerate in a Hobbesian nightmare in which “war against all” prevails 

(Marx 1998). This economic structure is the foundation for corruption, legal and political 

superstructures as well as social consciousness. When the material forces of society come 

into conflict with the existing relations of production, social revolution, which would 

transform the economic conditions of production and the ideological forms of 

consciousness, is possible (Marx 1998). 

 

The law of development of the capitalist mode of production is to divorce the means of 

production from labour and to concentrate the scattered means of production into large 

groups, thereby transforming labour into wage-labour and the means of production into 

capital (Marx 1998). According to Marx, society is the product of humans' reciprocal action. 

All human relations are based on material relations. The economic forms in which men 

produce, consume and exchange are transitory and historical. Because Proudhon does not 

take a historical approach, he fails to recognize the importance of such "economic 

evolutions" as the division of labour and machinery (Marx 1998). Marx took a critical view 

of stages of development of the division of labour and emphasizes the need to look at 

different societies and see how the social and political structure of each is connected to 

production. The production of the means to satisfy biological needs is the production of 

material life itself. The satisfaction of the first need leads to new needs. The production of 

new needs is the first historical act (Marx 1998). He portrayed society as structured in ways 
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that place constraints on decision makers and render their formulation of policy largely a 

foregone conclusion. Given the capitalist logic of institutions in Nigeria, the ruling class 

usually need not take direct action to fashion outcomes favourable to its interests. The 

inequality in wealth and power is fundamental moral concern to Marx. 

 

The nature of the economy is crucial in understanding corruption in the society. The rent 

seeking or rent based systems tend to promote corruption. The Nigerian economy is based 

on rents from crude oil and gas, it follows that there would be number of “leakages” that 

would allow for the easy flow of cash and favours, sometimes in illegal ways of dealing 

with money. In most climes, there are so many incentives in the public sector, particularly 

administrative and legal institutions that leave public officials with wide unrestricted 

authority and powers to create avenues for unjust enrichment or use the discretionary 

powers at their disposal to manipulate the system (Kayode 2013). In such environment, 

the government remains the only viable industry for allocating scarce resources; 

whosoever controls the government also controls all other sectors of the economy 

including the private sector. He/she therefore, is able to appropriate the scarce resources 

to himself/herself and cronies, using all means.  In a similar fashion, those deprived of the 

resources equally engage in all tactics (legal and illegal corruption) to acquire same 

resources. In this process, laid down procedures and expected norms are short-circuited, 

circumvented or completely subverted leading to what is commonly known as corruption. 

Marxist theory acknowledges the pervasiveness of corruption in all societies, especially 

the capitalist ones. It maintains that corruption in dependent capitalist societies is 

remarkably different and endemic because of certain factors:  Firstly, the economy is 

basically commercial, middleman or consumer capitalist based on serving foreign 

interests: where attributes like incompetence, inefficiency and monetary personal interests 

predominate the scene. Secondly, palliatives such as welfare services and credit facilities, 

which are intended to alleviate some of the crushing consequences of the capitalist 

economy are lacking. Given the nature of economy, the police are involved in corruption 

due to the hardship fashioned by the capitalist economy system.  

 

This means that police have depended on corruption for survival. Bribes infiltrating the 

police institution, makes it easy for police do underground deals allowing illegal business-

like counterfeit, adulterated and substandard products, especially drugs to get into the 

country go unchecked causing serious social harm to the society. Corruption is anti-crime 

control and prevention to the extent that it reduces the amount of funds available to be 

used in fighting crime. Monies that should have been used to better education, health, 

infrastructure and other items needed to encourage good life of Nigerians are stolen by 

microscopic few. Marx argues that corruption sufficiently affects the police in performing 

their duties of crime control and prevention in Nigeria, as those who corruptly enrich 
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themselves could frustrate the police in carrying out their duties through inducement and 

bribery or outright underfunding of the agency. Based on its proposition, the Marxist 

theory is adopted as a guide to this study. 

 

The Implications of Corruption on Crime Control and Prevention 

The world over allegations of police corruption which often lead to abused of human rights 

and brutality are on daily basis been reported by the media. For instance, BBC news (April 

22, 2020) reported that on the 9 August 2014 Michael Brown, 18, was killed by a police 

officer, in Ferguson, Missouri, who was responding to reports that Brown had stolen a box 

of cigars. On the 22 November 2014 Tamir Rice, a boy of 12, was shot dead in Cleveland, 

Ohio by a police officer after reports of a male who was "probably a juvenile" pointing a 

gun that was "probably fake. On the 4 April 2015 Walter Scott was shot in the back five 

times by white police officer for having a defective light on his car in North Charleston, 

South Carolina, and ran away from the police officer after brief scuffle. 

  

Similarly, on the 5 July 2016 Alton Sterling, was killed after police responded to reports of 

a disturbance outside a shop in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In the same vein on the 6th of July 

2016 Philando Castile was killed by police during routine check while out driving with his 

girlfriend in St Paul, Minnesota. More so, on the 18th March 2018: Stephon Clark, died after 

being shot at least seven times in his grandmother's backyard in Sacramento, California, 

by police who were investigating nearby break-in only a mobile phone was found at the 

scene after Mr. Clark was killed. On the 13th March, 2020, Breonna Taylor 26 year old 

emergency medical technician, was shot eight times when officers raided her apartment in 

Louisville, Kentucky. The police said to have returned fire after one officer was shot at and 

wounded after Ms. Taylor's partner who was with her at the time had fired in self-defence 

shot due the in ability of the police to identify themselves at the apartment so they were 

mistaken as being burglars (BBC news, April 22, 2020).  

 

The crux police corruption which lead to corruption is on the 25th May 2020 George Floyd 

was arrested in Minneapolis and held down by police officers, one of whom had his knee 

on Mr Floyd's neck for more than nine minutes, he pleaded that he couldn't breathe till he 

died (BBC News, 26th May 2020). On the 11th of April 2021, Daunte Wright, was shot and 

killed in Brooklyn Center, just north of Minneapolis. After pulling Mr. Wright over for 

traffic violation without warrant of arrest the police officer broke free and tried to re-enter 

his car, at which point an officer is heard shouting "Taser" several times before firing a shot 

although considered been accidental discharge as the officer, Kim Potter, had meant to use 

her Taser and not her handgun (BBC News 12th April 2021). 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-52646460
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-52646460
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Allegations of police corruption in Nigeria erupt on daily basis. For instance, A six years 

old Tina Ezekwe, secondary school pupil, was shot died by the police bullet in Iyana-

Oworo area of Lagos State. She was allegedly killed by police officer who shot to disperse 

crowd that had gathered after the shooting of commercial bus driver who refused to pay 

bribe in Iyana-Oworo area of Lagos State (Global G.L.O. W Team News 4th November, 

2020). Corruption has become a full-blown cancer in Nigeria police force such that a police 

man or officer collects bribes, removes balance from his uniform pockets to return to the 

giver as if it is a legitimate business in transaction. Aluko (2002) notes that: 

 

 Corruption now appears to have become a permanent feature of the 

Nigerian polity. It has become completely institutionalized, entered into 

the realm of culture and the value-system; it is now a norm and no longer 

an aberration. The young ones are born into it, grow up in it, live with it, 

and possibly die in it. The aged are not left out as they are re-socialized 

and begin to conform to it. 

 

Corruption in the Police Force is a universal problem, but it is a peculiar challenge in 

countries with crisis and emerging from conflict like Nigeria. The damaging effect of police 

corruption has been left unchecked; thus, it intensifies and spreads. The negative effect of 

police corruption in Nigeria has manifested in killing of innocent people in the country. 

The pervasive corruption in the police has tarnished the image of the force and has resulted 

in total loss of confidence by Nigerians thereby weakening the important contribution of 

the police in fighting crime in the society. Indeed, there has been deterioration in the way 

people react to the police due to the phenomenon of corruption in the force. Olugbenga 

(2012) posits that corruption has really eaten deep into the fabric of the society; it has 

become part of the national life of Nigerians thus affecting the police institution in its role 

of crime control and prevention. The masses do not help the situation because they 

themselves give bribes and encourage government and security officials to take bribe. The 

impunity trend of SARS largely continues rearing its ugly head in Nigeria due to the failure 

of government to bring perpetrators SARS officers to justice. The outrage shocking and 

unacceptable systemic human rights violations of the vulnerable youths perpetrated by 

the SARS with impunity demonstrated that the phrase of police is your friend is not reality 

in Nigeria but utopia the term is only used in deceiving unsuspected masses.     

 

The negative implication of police corruption in Nigeria has manifested in the killing of 

innocent people in the country (Aver, Nnorom & Targba 2015). Many scholars and 

journalists have accused the police of committing crime against humanity in one form or 

the other. The incident of Apo, Abuja in 2005 in which five young men and a lady lost their 

lives to a team of police is clearly an indication of corruption in Nigeria force (This Day 23, 
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April 2015). In a similar drama that claimed the lives of the Apo six, on the 18 April, 2015 

another episode was staged by members of the force in Benin-city precisely at Sakponbo 

Road in which four persons were killed by members of Nigeria police who claimed to 

mistake these innocent citizens for armed robber (This Day 28 April, 2006). The former 

Inspector General of Police Tafa Balogun conspired with governors and the then ruling 

People’s Democratic Party (PDP) to rig the 2003 general elections (The Punch 19, January, 

2005). The same Tafa Balogun was fingered in the botched abduction of Governor Chris 

Ngige on July 10th, 2003, which was facilitated by a detachment of policemen, led by the 

Assistant Inspector- General of Police Raphael Ige (Onyeozili 2005). This cankerworm had 

deeply affected the social image of the Nigeria Police perceived as a corrupt law 

enforcement agency. The public opinion regarding the integrity of the police officer is that 

of “dirty Harry”, hence they withhold information to the police (Onyeozili 2005).  

   

Inyang and Ubong, (2013) maintain that, policemen manning roadblocks on November 14, 

2002, killed four and injured eight Christian worshippers returning from a vigil night 

service at Enugu. The incidence happened at Ogbunike tollgate when the driver refused 

to hand over a N60.00 bribe but decided to give N20.00 instead. Aver (2011) asserts that 

there was violent protest of angry youths in Makurdi. The youths were protesting the 

killing of a driver by the police for refusing to pay N20.00 bribe. The angry youths attacked 

and wounded the AIG Onghome in charge of zone 4 Makurdi who had gone to the town 

to pacify the demonstrators. It was alleged that the police had shot and killed another 

young lady Suleyol Hekyaa. These two separate killings drew the wrath of the 

demonstrating youths. In the wake of the demonstration, several properties were 

destroyed including the Wurukum police station and the food basket monument at the 

Wurukum Round About. This indeed has hindered effective crime control in the state as 

Wurukum has remained without police station until date. Nigeria Television Authority 

News Extra (18 June 2008) reported that police shot and killed 14-year old boy in Minna, 

Niger State. This event attracted a violent mass protest in Minna and in the cause of the 

protest; angry mobs attacked and wounded policemen. This event has grossly eroded 

effective policing in the state. Punch (20 November 2006) reported that the police killed 

two persons at a checkpoint in Ilara-Mokin, Ondo State. In a similar vein, Sun (20 

December, 2007) also reported that the police shot a 15-year old secondary school student 

in Orile area of Lagos State.   

  Again, Aver (2012) avers that corruption has brought about fight against crime to a halt, 

as the case of Kabiru Sokoto is still fresh in the memories of Nigerians. Kabiru Sokoto 

allegedly master minded the bombing of St Theresa Catholic Church, Madala, Niger State 

on the 25th day of December 2011 in which over 30 worshippers were reported dead and 

others severely wounded. He was arrested and handed over to Abubakar Biu for thorough 

investigation and subsequent prosecution. Biu conspired with other police officers, the 
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then Inspector General of Police Hafiz Ringin and other top-ranking officers believed to 

have collected bribe and released Kabiru Sokoto to abort prosecution under a cover up that 

the police were over-powered by the militants in Kabiru Sokoto’s home town. Perhaps the 

most tragic effect of corruption in Nigeria has been the failure of the country to fight 

potential crime especially Boko Haram insurgents, kidnapping, sea pirates, Niger Delta 

crisis, armed robbery, cultism among others. Despite substantial material and human 

resources, committed to fight this menace, it remains on the rise due to corruption in the 

country today, Nigeria is recently designated the world’s 7th most terrorized state (Hagher, 

2013). 

 

Former Minister of Police Affairs, David Jemibewon, attributed the phenomenon of police 

corruption as the reason why the Nigeria Police does not perform creditably well 

(Onyeozili 2005). The irony of corruption in Nigeria is that the security situation has failed 

to improve but rather deteriorated under democracy. For instance, corruption has 

hindered the security agents in fighting the activities of Boko Haram in the northeastern 

Nigeria. Equipment, training and strategy to handle the kind of security challenge posed 

by Boko Haram activities are lagging as result of corruption (Thisday Newspaper in its 

editorial January 22, 2012). Weapon, which would have been used in fighting the Boko 

Haram insurgents, are either in short supply or substandard due to corruption. The 

security officers who are fighting the insurgents are ill motivated because of corruption 

from their senior colleagues (Thisday Newspaper in its editorial May 21 2014). The 

upsurge of corruption in the Nigerian police in recent times is alarming. At one hand, the 

menace leads to slow movement of files in offices, and on the other hand is loss of life as a 

result of extortion of money from motorists on the highways, towns and police stations 

across the country etc. For instance, many people who refuse to comply with the N20.00 

bribe demanded by the policemen on roadblocks have met their untimely deaths in the 

hands of such policemen (Oyewale, 2005). At the police stations, many people are charged 

to courts unjustly as a result of lack of money to bail themselves from the police. The police 

keep telling the masses that bail is free but this is applicable only in theory. In practical 

terms, the least amount one can pay for bail is N5000.00 depending on the gravity of the 

offence. The widespread police corruption has made public to lose confidence in the police, 

resulting to rising crime wave in the country. It could therefore be argued that by helping 

to arm the criminals, the police are constituent part of police ineffectiveness in crime 

control and prevention (Onyeozili 2005). 

 

Zumve (2007) maintains that the Anini saga has remained the most dramatic picture of 

corruption in the police ever in the history of Nigeria police. The police went into a deal 

with Anini by aiding and abetting his criminal activities. He further maintained that the 

police as apparatus of the state criminal justice system have exhibited high level of 
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corruption and involvement in criminalility rather than checkmating criminal activities 

(Zumve 2007). Mba (2000) cited by Aver (2009) also noted that they are accomplice to 

robbery operations. Williams an ex-robber turned pastor (in Mbah 2000:8) claimed that:  

 

Before we go on any operation, we would then meet the divisional police 

officer (DPO) and tell him our plan to rob a particular bank, our escape 

routes and then the day we are going to strike. He would then post police 

away from the bank and escape route after which he gets the lion share.  

 

This is evident in cases where armed robbers are discovered in possession of police 

weapons. Henry (1999) cited by Aver (2009) stressed that there seems not to be well-

coordinated crime fighting policy to deal with the issue of increasing sophistication of 

crime in the society. Okafor (2015) states how corporal Peter Ilo and Constable Nicholas 

Ogbuanu were paraded for alleged armed robbery and impersonation, respectively.  

 

Mbachie (2005) posits that despite the multiplicity of checkpoints on our roads, crime rate 

and high way robbery is commonplace. He further observed that part of the reason for this 

is that these gentlemen in uniform have baptized their mission on our roads a “tax 

enterprise” where severe consequences, not excluding death, await “defaulters”. For 

instance, it was reported on Radio Benue News on August 5, 2003 that the police shot at 

the tyre of a bus belonging to flight transport company ltd that claimed the lives of almost 

all the passengers on board. People are on daily basis involved in criminal activities 

employing different strategies as crime rapidly increases. For instance, we experience an 

increase in political assassinations, armed robbery, cult related activities among other 

crimes but the police have no clues leading to the apprehension of the perpetrators (The 

Sun 3 December 2006).  

 

In June 2020, there was report that corruption has pushed SARS officers to commit human 

rights violations against Nigerians, there are 82 cases of torture, ill-treatment and 

extrajudicial execution between January 2017 to May 2020 (Nwezeh 2020).  Evidence and 

bore witness to the scars, bruises and dried blood on victim’s bodies point out that many 

youths are subjected to beatings with sticks, machetes and denied medical care (Nwezeh 

2020). The atrocities committed by SARs officers frustratedly angered the youths to 

EndSARS protest with the aim of sending chills massage to the corridors of powers how 

Nigerians feel towards the police who are paid with hard tax earned money. The protest 

which shook the country to its core forced the government to act and the police authorities 

to critically examine its ranks and files modus operandi (Obiezu 2021).  
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Perhaps Nigerians have been in undated with the predicament of Abba Kyari, Deputy 

Commission of Police (DCP) nicknamed “supercop” for his exploit and antics. ACP Abba 

Kyari, is long accused of litany of brutalities against Nigerian. Dramatically DCP Abba 

Kyari, one of the most popular faces of the Nigeria police is being wanted by the American 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) into Hushpuppi’s gate on the allegations of receiving 

proceeds of fraud to set the law in motion against perceived enemy, one Kelly Chibuzor 

Vincent to arrest a co-fraudster in a whopping $1.1 million deal, US court document 

(Obiezu 2021). It is perplexing to note that Hushpuppi allegedly dragged ACP Abba Kyari, 

into the mud water by arranging to arrest and jail Mr. Vincent till die in detention as both 

of them locked in dispute over sharing formula of $1.1 million loot received from the Qatari 

business person. Kyari allegedly sent his bank account details to Abbas for deposit 

payment for Vincent arrest and imprisonment (Arogbonlo 2021). This is one out of many 

atrocities committed by the Nigerian police in contemporary in Nigeria. The continued 

existence of torture chambers within the Nigerian police force point to absolute disregard 

for international human rights laws and standards. Corruption has led to the disturbing 

patterns of SARS to abuse Nigerian detainees their custody despite of the 2017 Anti-

Torture Act.         

 

There are other law enforcement Agencies in Nigeria (EFCC, ICPC CCB, among others) 

yet, we are acknowledged worldwide as a 419 nation. Apparently, the failure on the part 

of law enforcement agencies and the eventual breakdown of law and order is affecting the 

administration and delivery of justice leading to the loss of confidence by the public 

(Ribadu 2006). The Nigerian nation today is greatly troubled by the issue of corruption 

because corruption has brought great impediment to economic, political, social 

development and insecurity, and has threatened the stability of the nation. Based on the 

foregoing, one would infer that police have been polluted and corrupted to the extent that 

they cannot carry out their constitutional mandate of crime control and prevention in 

contemporary democracy like Nigeria.  

 

 

 

Recommendations  

Bribery and corruption have eaten deep into the fabric of the Nigeria Police creating a bad 

image for the force. Corruption in the police must be fought with seriousness in order to 

pave way for meaningful crime control and prevention in the society. 

 

Every police officer should be made to obey the rule guiding ethical conduct of the force 

to the latter. Sanctions should be meted on erring officers immediately as this would help 

in instilling discipline in the force and serve as deterrent to other police officers. These 
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sanctions should range from demotion, dismissal to death penalty as it was done to the 

late Mr. Iyamu for his alleged complicity and involvement in the Anini saga in Benin City 

in 1987 as a good example. This will help in reducing corruption for effective and efficient 

crime control and prevention.  

 

An awareness campaign should be carried out to conscientise Nigerians and the police on 

the dangers of corruption. Members of the public should also note that giving bribe to the 

police constitutes a serious crime; hence, they should refrain from it. If there is no giver, 

there will be no taker. This should be done through seminars; workshops conducted by 

National Orientation Agency (NOA) other Civil Society Organisations (CSOs). Finally, 

there is also the need for education and enlightenment campaign of the public to see police 

officers as friends who should be supported in the fight against crime in the interest of the 

wellbeing of members of the society. The public should be free to report crime and criminal 

cases to the police from time to time as they occur.    

 

Conclusion  

Corruption has seriously impaired on crime control and prevention in Nigeria. In recent 

times, the Nigeria Police Force is rated among the most corrupt institutions in the country. 

Nigeria policemen and officers are good at controlling and preventing crime in the country 

but corruption has continued to derail performance of their statutory duties. The police 

choose to arrest people who commit trivial offences than the most serious offences on 

account of their status in society. This act is totally unacceptable in any serious society 

desirous of preventing and controlling crime. The recommendations identified here are 

remedies which if adopted and implemented will not only rekindle the public’s confidence 

in the Nigerian police but will also rebuild the integrity of the Nigeria police force and help 

in crime control and prevention in the country.  
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